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Classical suﬃx tree construction algorithms by McCreight and Ukkonen spend most of the
time looking up the right branch to follow from the current node. However, not all these
slow branching operations are necessary. A signiﬁcant portion of them is used for implicit
suﬃx link simulation and can be avoided by replacing the traditional top-down descent
with bottom-up climbing.
We describe the bottom-up approach and analyze its costs and beneﬁts. An experimental
evaluation on two standard data corpora shows that bottom-up climbing removes forty to
sixty six percent of branching operations and consequently saves twenty one to thirty two
percent of construction time. However, a theoretical analysis of the worst-case behavior
reveals that the time complexity of the bottom-up approach is superlinear. This is remedied
by a combination of both approaches that removes nearly as many branching operations as
the bottom-up climb, but still runs in linear time like the top-down descent.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The suﬃx tree is a popular data structure which has proven its qualities as a useful tool for an eﬃcient solution to
a number of string problems [8,24]. This paper is particularly motivated by the applications of suﬃx trees in the ﬁeld of
data compression. Not only have they been used as a supporting data structure for both dictionary [5] and context [13]
compression, but there is even a whole family of methods based on a description of a suﬃx tree construction for the string
to be compressed [22]. All these applications require the suﬃx tree to be maintained for a text in the sliding window,
moving one or more letters forward at a time. Note that the sliding window maintenance is an application where the suﬃx
tree still outperforms related data structures like the compact directed acyclic word graph [10,24] or the suﬃx array [19,24].
It was shown that sliding in amortized constant time per one window move is possible with the suﬃx tree [5,13,21], while
it is impossible with the compact directed acyclic word graph [23]. The situation of the suﬃx array is even worse as its
static nature has prevented incremental sliding so far. This may change in the near future as Salson et al. [20] have already
suggested ways to make the suﬃx array dynamic enough to allow for edit operations on the underlying string.
The appeal of suﬃx trees lies not only in their linear size and linear searching and matching capabilities, but also in their
linear time of construction. The asymptotically optimal construction time has been achieved by the algorithm of Farach [3],
which performs the construction for a length n string over an indexed alphabet in Θ(n) time. However, due to its inherent
complexity and necessity to read the whole input string at the very beginning, Farach’s method is considered to be mostly
of theoretical interest. On the other hand, there are a number of constructions [2,9,7,18,26] with O (n2) worst case time
bound, which are by experimental evaluations competitive with linear time algorithms. However, all these methods are
aimed at a static tree construction and are not usable for a text in a sliding window.
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McCreight [17] and Ukkonen [27]. Both are applicable to any string over an ordered alphabet Σ and run in Θ(nB) time.
Here B denotes the maximum time needed for branching, i.e. selection of the edge leading from a given node of the tree
whose label starts with a given letter of Σ . If the suﬃx tree implementation permits binary search for a downward edge
at each vertex, then B = O (log |Σ |). There is an experimental evidence [22] suggesting that branching consumes most of
the running time of both algorithms. The idea behind this paper is to reduce the number of these slow operations and thus
bring the running time of both algorithms closer to optimum.
The outlined goal is achieved by changing the method of fast tree traversal in these algorithms. Instead of using the
traditional top-down descent, we choose a simpler bottom-up climbing. The point is that as every child in the tree has
exactly one parent, each climbing step requires only a constant time. It seems that there is an obvious penalty to this
approach: the tree needs to be furnished with backward pointers, pointing from each child to its parent in the tree. However,
the implementation of sliding, which is our main concern, requires the presence of backward pointers for its eﬃcient
operation [5,13,21], and in such a case there are no additional space requirements.
The rest of this paper is devoted to the analysis of costs and beneﬁts of the bottom-up approach and its practical behavior
on real-life data.
2. Preliminaries
We start our discussion by brieﬂy reviewing basic concepts that shall be needed later.
2.1. Strings
Concepts used in this paper but not deﬁned below may be found e.g. in [24]. An alphabet Σ is a nonempty ﬁnite set of
letters. A sequence σ of n elements of Σ is called a string of length |σ | = n. If n = 0, σ is the empty string denoted by λ. For
every 1 i  j  |σ |, σ [i] denotes the ith letter of σ while σ [i.. j] = σ [i]σ [i + 1] . . . σ [ j]. The set of all ﬁnite strings over
Σ is denoted by Σ∗ . A concatenation of strings α and β is denoted by αβ .
Strings α,β,γ ∈ Σ∗ are called a preﬁx, factor, and suﬃx of a string σ = αβγ , respectively. Moreover, if there are i, j such
that β = σ [i.. j], we say that β occurs at position i in σ . If σ [i − 1] (σ [ j + 1]) exists, it is called the left (right) context of this
occurrence. The sets of all preﬁxes, factors, and suﬃxes of σ are denoted by Preﬁx(σ ), Factor(σ ), and Suﬃx(σ ), respectively.
A factor of σ is called right (left) branching if it occurs in σ in at least two distinct right (left) contexts, and unique if it
occurs in σ exactly once. A preﬁx (suﬃx) of σ is unique if it is a unique factor of σ . Let BranchR(σ ) and UniqueSuﬃx(σ )
denote the sets of right branching factors and unique suﬃxes of σ , respectively, while Proper(σ ) = {λ} ∪ BranchR(σ ) ∪
UniqueSuﬃx(σ ).
2.2. Suﬃx trees
To make our formal suﬃx tree deﬁnition simpler, we introduce the concept of right extension.
Deﬁnition 2.1. Let σ ∈ Σ∗ . The right extension of a string α ∈ Factor(σ ), denoted by 〈α〉Rσ , is the shortest string β ∈ Proper(σ )
such that α ∈ Preﬁx(β).
Less formally, if the string α is a member of Proper(σ ), then the right extension of α is α itself. Otherwise, its right
extension is found by appending letters to the right of α to form a longer factor of σ until a member of Proper(σ ) is created.
Note that there is only one way to get a longer factor of σ in each step. For example, if σ = cocoa, then 〈c〉Rσ = 〈co〉Rσ = co.
Deﬁnition 2.2. The suﬃx tree for a string σ ∈ Σ∗ , denoted by STree(σ ), is a tree with vertex set Proper(σ ) rooted at vertex λ.
For every pair of distinct vertices α,γ ∈ Proper(σ ), there is
(i) an edge from α to γ labeled with string aβ for some a ∈ Σ and β ∈ Σ∗ if
〈αa〉Rσ = αaβ = γ ,
(ii) a suﬃx link from α to γ if α = aγ for some a ∈ Σ .
It is convenient to treat every string α ∈ Factor(σ ) \ Proper(σ ) as an implicit node of STree(σ ) located on an edge leading
from β to γ , where β is the longest member of Preﬁx(α)∩ Proper(σ ), and γ = 〈α〉Rσ . In this context, strings of Proper(σ ) \
UniqueSuﬃx(σ ) and UniqueSuﬃx(σ ), which are represented by corresponding vertices of STree(σ ), are called explicit nodes
and leaves, respectively. Regarding part (ii) of Deﬁnition 2.1, consider nodes α and γ of STree(σ ) such that at least one of
them is implicit and α = aγ . The ordered pair (α,γ ) then may be viewed as an implicit suﬃx link in STree(σ ).
For the purpose of construction algorithm description, we deﬁne the active point of STree(σ ) as the node α such that α
is the longest nonunique suﬃx of σ .
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There are several signiﬁcantly different methods of suﬃx tree construction that have been described so far. We start
our survey with static methods, which are not usable for a sliding window maintenance. The ﬁrst algorithm reaching the
asymptotically optimal time Θ(n) for strings over an indexed alphabet was Farach’s divide-and-conquer construction [3].
It relies on building separate trees for even and odd positions of the string and their subsequent merging. On the other
side of the imaginary time complexity scale, there is a more recent disk-based algorithm developed by Tian et al. [26]
aimed at suﬃx trees that are too large to ﬁt into the main memory. Its O (n2) worst case time bound looks discouraging,
but the authors report experiments with in-memory construction, where their method was faster than classical linear time
algorithms. In particular, it outperformed an implementation of Ukkonen’s algorithm [27] using a linked list representation
for children of each vertex, which achieves O (n|Σ |) worst case time. There are other disk-based approaches [2,9,18,26] as
well as a write-only top-down construction of Giegerich et al. [7], but none of the above mentioned static construction
algorithms employs suﬃx links or branching for fast tree traversal.
Dynamic methods, which may be used for the implementation of sliding, are represented by constructions created by
McCreight [17] and Ukkonen [27]. Both iterate for all i = 1,2, . . . ,n, but while the former builds STree(σ ) by successively
inserting suﬃxes σ [i..n], the latter transforms STree(σ [1..i − 1]) to obtain STree(σ [1..i]). Although based on apparently
different ideas, it has been observed earlier [6,22] that they actually perform the same steps in the same order, only
grouped in a different way. Both methods achieve Θ(nB) construction time for a string of length n over an ordered alphabet
Σ , where B measures the complexity of a branching operation. Moreover, both employ suﬃx links for fast tree traversal. As
implicit suﬃx links are not physically represented in STree(σ ), they are simulated via a top-down descent.
We suggest reducing the number of branching operations through a different simulation of implicit suﬃx links. The
idea is to replace a top-down descent with a simpler bottom-up climbing that does not need any branching. Since the
branching time relates to the out-degree of the internal nodes in the suﬃx tree which is in turn bounded by the alphabet
size, climbing may be proﬁtable especially for strings over large alphabets.
To the best of our knowledge, no results on this approach have been reported so far, even though a similar idea was
discussed previously in the context of aﬃx trees [14,25]. The bottom-up climbing may be applied to both McCreight’s and
Ukkonen’s algorithms, but we conﬁne our description to the latter for simplicity. Details are provided in the next section.
3. Base algorithm
Before giving details of our modiﬁcation we describe and discuss Ukkonen’s original construction algorithm [27]. A pseu-
docode for this algorithm is shown as Algorithm 3.1, function MoveDown and procedures CreateLeaf and MoveSide-
ways. We concentrate on the main features that are necessary to describe our improvement, details of the construction as
well as proofs of its correctness and complexity may be found elsewhere [8,24,27].
Ukkonen’s construction works largely by following the active point through the suﬃx tree and doing the necessary
changes in its vicinity. It starts by creating an empty tree that consists of the root and a special node ⊥. The ⊥ node is
added to create a target for the suﬃx link from the root and to ensure that the root is no longer a special case. To make ⊥
work there must be an edge from ⊥ to the root for every letter from the input alphabet Σ .
The initial position of the active point is at the root. After creating the empty tree, the input letters are read one by
one and the active point is moved down the tree along edges with labels matching the input letters. At explicit nodes, the
correct edge whose label starts with a letter equal to the next input letter is picked. At implicit nodes, a match between the
next letter of the current edge label and the next input letter is checked.
When the active point cannot move down any more, it is time to create a new leaf. If the active point resides at an
implicit node, a new explicit node must be created in its place. The new leaf is then attached to the explicit node where
the active point lies. Next, the active point is moved sideways using either an existing explicit suﬃx link or a simulated
implicit suﬃx link from the current node. This “move down, create new leaf and move sideways” sequence is repeated until
all input letters are consumed.
The algorithm as described above uses suﬃx links, but never creates or updates any. To complete its description, we
therefore need to provide details about the suﬃx link maintenance. Note that the suﬃx links are never modiﬁed or deleted,
they are only created. New explicit nodes are created without suﬃx links. These are made later and lead to the active point
Algorithm 3.1: Suﬃx tree construction.
create empty tree;
while input not exhausted do
if notMoveDown then
repeat
CreateLeaf;
MoveSideways;
until MoveDown or input exhausted;
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if active point is in an explicit node then
if current node has an edge whose label starts with the next input letter then
move the active point down on this edge;
move one letter forward in input;
return true;
else
return false;
else
if next letter of input and next letter of current edge label match then
move the active point one letter down on this edge;
move one letter forward in input;
return true;
else
return false;
Procedure CreateLeaf
create a new leaf;
if active point is in an implicit node then
make the current implicit node explicit;
if last but one node created has no suﬃx link then
add a suﬃx link from the last but one node created to the last node created;
create a new edge from the active point node to the new leaf with label starting with the next input letter;
add a suﬃx link from the last but one leaf created to the last leaf created;
Procedure MoveSideways
if the active point has an explicit suﬃx link then
move the active point over its explicit suﬃx link to the target node;
else
move the active point over its implicit suﬃx link to the target node using ReScan or Climb;
if the active point is in an explicit node then
add a suﬃx link from the last node created to the current node;
node after moving sideways. This node might not be explicit immediately after the sideways move, so the suﬃx link must
wait until this node is made explicit during the next new leaf creation. Similarly, new leaves are created without suﬃx
links. These are added right after the next new leaf is made, as this new leaf is a target of the missing suﬃx link. Even
though leaf suﬃx links are not used by Ukkonen’s original construction, we need them for our bottom-up approach, and
therefore they are included in our description. It seems that this introduces an extra cost compared to the original version,
however, there is an easy way to overcome this diﬃculty, as described below in Section 4.2.1.
4. Implicit suﬃx link simulation
So far we have omitted any details regarding the implicit suﬃx link simulation. We have done this on purpose as this is
the part of the algorithm we propose to change. Both approaches discussed below are shown in pseudocode as procedures
ReScan and Climb, respectively.
4.1. ReScan
Ukkonen’s original algorithm uses a top-down technique of implicit suﬃx link simulation called ReScan. It works as
follows. When we need to use an implicit suﬃx link, we remember the part of the current edge label preceding the active
point and move back to the source vertex of the current edge. Then we move ﬁrst sideways along the explicit suﬃx link
leading from that vertex, and then down using letters of the remembered string. Due to the suﬃx tree properties we can
move down faster [8,24], only checking the ﬁrst letter of every edge while ignoring the rest. Note that the ﬁrst letter is
checked by a branching operation, which requires O (B) time. In a nutshell, ReScan implicit suﬃx link simulation consists
of a sideways move followed by a sequence of branch and jump-down pairs.
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Procedure ReScan
set letter-count to the number of letters on the current edge that lie above the active point;
move back in input by letter-count letters;
move over the explicit suﬃx link from the source vertex of the current edge to the target vertex of its suﬃx link;
repeat
select current-edge as the edge whose label starts with the next input letter;
let label-length be the length of the label of current-edge;
if label-length  letter-count then
move down to the target node of current-edge;
more forward in input by label-length letters;
reduce letter-count by label-length;
else
move down on current-edge skipping letter-count letters;
more forward in input by letter-count letters;
reduce letter-count to zero;
until letter-count is zero;
A certain disadvantage of ReScan is the fact that it uses a lot of costly branching operations. To remove the need for
branching, we suggest a bottom-up approach. The reason for this change is that every nonroot explicit node of the suﬃx
tree has at least two and at most |Σ | children, but every child has exactly one parent.
Our algorithm works as follows. We count the number of letters on the edge below the current active point and then
use the target vertex of this edge and its explicit suﬃx link to move sideways. After this we just use parent pointers to
move the active point up from its current position as many letters as we counted previously on the edge label below the
original active point position.
Procedure Climb
set letter-count to the number of letters on the current edge that lie below the active point;
move over the explicit suﬃx link from the target vertex of the current edge to the target vertex of its suﬃx link;
repeat
let current-edge be the edge leading from the current vertex to its parent;
let label-length be the length of the label of current-edge;
if label-length  letter-count then
move up to the target node of current-edge;
reduce letter-count by label-length;
else
move up on current-edge skipping letter-count letters;
reduce letter-count to zero;
until letter-count is zero;
4.2.1. Hidden costs
The algorithm appears to be a bit simpler than the ReScan approach, but there are some hidden costs. First, a parent
pointer must be added to every vertex in the tree. However, this is just one more pointer per vertex and it is written only
once for each vertex. Moreover, certain algorithms need such a pointer anyway, e.g. to make eﬃcient sliding of the suﬃx
tree possible [5,13,22].
Second cost is in the need to maintain leaf suﬃx links. While these suﬃx links appear in the suﬃx tree deﬁnition, they
are not used by many algorithms, including the original construction by Ukkonen [27]. However, some applications as well
as our Procedure Climb need these suﬃx pointers and there are ways how to hide them, e.g. by a smart leaf numbering.
This trick is based on the fact that a leaf suﬃx link always leads from the leaf created by ith call to CreateLeaf to the leaf
created by (i + 1)st call to CreateLeaf. Only the last leaf created is a special case, as its suﬃx link points to the current
active point. Consequently, the explicit suﬃx link from the last leaf exists if and only if the node where the active point lies
is explicit. Instead of constantly updating this suﬃx link as the active point moves, we choose to create only the ﬁnal suﬃx
link to a newer leaf.
4.2.2. Correctness
Our algorithm clearly moves the active point to the correct position as long as both the explicit suﬃx link needed and
all the parent pointers needed exist. While parent pointers pose no trouble, the situation with explicit suﬃx links deserves
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created lack suﬃx links. However, one of these suﬃx links is only needed when the active point is on an edge leading to
one of these vertices. Moreover, before we move the active point sideways, we always create a new leaf and possibly a new
node ﬁrst, and add the missing suﬃx links. Thus, when needed, the suﬃx links always exist.
4.2.3. Time complexity
It is well-known [17] that algorithm ReScan works in amortized constant time and one would expect a similar bound
for the Climb algorithm. Unfortunately, there exists an adversary string which forces such an excessive climbing that it
results in a total superlinear time.
Lemma 4.1. Let km 1 and ω = abkabab2ab3 . . .abma for a 	= b ∈ Σ . Then Climb performs at least Ω((2k −m)m) steps during
the STree(ω) construction.
Proof. Let Ti be the tree, created by Algorithm 3.1 after the preﬁx ωi = abkabab2 . . .abia of ω is processed for some 0 
i <m. Note that there are two paths whose edge labels start with letters a and b, leading from the root to leaves represent-
ing ωi and ωi[2 : |ωi |]. While the a-path contains explicit nodes ab j for all 1 j  i, the b-path contains explicit nodes b j
for all 1 j  k − 1, since all these nodes correspond to right branching factors of ωi .
Now consider the actions performed by Algorithm 3.1 to transform Ti into Ti+1. Observe that after procedure Create-
Leaf makes the implicit node abi+1 on the a-path explicit, procedure Climb is called to simulate the implicit suﬃx link
from abi+1 to bi+1. In order to do that, an explicit suﬃx link between the leaves of the a-path and b-path is traversed, and
then vertices b j for all k − 1 j  i + 1 are visited, until the target bi+1 is reached. Hence at least k − i steps are required
for this simulation. Since the construction of STree(ω) includes such a transformation for all 0 i <m, it follows that the
total number of steps is bounded from below by
∑m−1
i=0 k − i = Ω((2k −m)m). 
Corollary 4.2. Algorithm 3.1 using procedure Climb to construct a suﬃx tree for a length n string requires Ω(n1.5) time in the worst
case.
Proof. For every positive integer i let f (i) := 2 + 1.5i(i + 1). Then for an arbitrary positive integer n there is in such that
n = f (in) + r, where r < f (in + 1) − f (in) = 3in + 3. Consider a length n string σ whose preﬁx of length f (in) equals
ω = abi2nabab2ab3 . . .abina,
while the remaining letters are arbitrary. Recall that when constructing STree(ω) using Algorithm 3.1, STree(ω) is created
ﬁrst. By Lemma 4.1, the number T (n) of steps required for this task when procedure Climb is used satisﬁes T (n) =
Ω((2i2n − in)in). Since n = Θ(i2n), it follows that T (n) = Ω(n1.5) as claimed. 
The lower bound implies that the worst case time complexity of our approach is superlinear. As to the upper bound, we
can provide the following estimate.
Proposition 4.3. The running time of Algorithm 3.1 using procedure Climb to construct STree(σ ) is bounded by
O (nB) + O
( n∑
i=1
∣∣Preﬁx(αiβi) ∩ BranchR(σ [1..i])∣∣
)
,
where n = |σ |, B is the complexity of branching, and βi (1 i  n) is the string deﬁned by 〈αi〉Rσ = αiβi , where αi is the active point
of σ [1..i].
Proof. When transforming STree(σ [1..i − 1]) to STree(σ [1..i]), distinct nonleaf vertices visited during Climb procedure
correspond to distinct right branching preﬁxes of βi . The second term therefore bounds the number of such vertices, while
the ﬁrst one covers the complexity of Ukkonen’s algorithm [27] without climbing. 
Since |Preﬁx(βi)∩BranchR(σ [1..i])| is trivially bounded by the STree(σ [1..i]) height, and the suﬃx tree height has linear
worst case and logarithmic expected case [1], assuming random input strings whose letters are drawn independently from
Σ with a ﬁxed probability distribution, we obtain O (n2) worst case time and O (n logn) expected time. However, we believe
that these bounds are not tight and can be improved upon.
In particular, Algorithm 3.1 with Climbing works in O (nB) time for all strings σ satisfying
n∑
i=1
∣∣Preﬁx(βi) ∩ BranchR(σ [1..i])∣∣= O (|σ |).
Our experiments in the next section suggest that this may be quite common for real-life data.
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As we have just shown, the worst-case time complexity of the Climb procedure is superlinear. However, there is a
straightforward way to protect Climbing from this pathological behavior: limit the number of jump-up operations and fall
back to ReScan when this limit is reached. While one global constant limit is the simplest way to achieve linear complexity,
there is no obvious way to choose it for all strings. Therefore we suggest an alternative strategy: a variable limit obtained
by multiplying upper bound on ReScan branchings needed for each individual simulation by a small constant. The ﬁrst
component, the ReScan branching upper bound, is the distance of the active point from the source node of the edge it lies
on. The second component, the small constant, is an estimate of the relative complexity of branching when compared with
jumping and is set to eight. Note that the sum of ReScan branching upper bounds is known to be linear with respect to the
length of the input string [17,24] and thus the number of jumps is linear despite the use of a variable limit. Consequently,
the modiﬁed algorithm runs in asymptotically optimal time and still uses less branching operations than the ReScan alone.
We call the resulting procedure ClimbScan.
5. Experimental evaluation
To assess the impact of the proposed Climb algorithm, several experiments were performed. Tests were run on two
standard collections of ﬁles:
• the Pizza & Chili Corpus [4] constructed by Ferragina and Navarro for compressed index evaluation, where two largest
ﬁles ENGLISH and PROTEINS were replaced with their preﬁxes of length 400 MiB,
• the Lightweight Corpus [15], originally compiled by Manzini and Ferragina for the evaluation of suﬃx array construc-
tion [16].
To illustrate the negative results of Section 4.2.3, the pathological string
abi
2
abab2ab3 . . .abia, i = 16721
from the proof of Corollary 4.2 was also included. The value of i was chosen as the largest integer such that the string
length does not exceed 400 MiB. Table 5.1 provides details of all ﬁles tested, including several statistics for each ﬁle:
• the inverse probability of matching (IPM), deﬁned as the inverse of the probability that two randomly chosen letters
match, is suggested in [4] as a measure of the effective alphabet size,
• the maximum and average LCP, deﬁned as the maximum and average over the lengths of longest common preﬁxes of
pairs of lexicographically consecutive suﬃxes, are included as they appear to affect eﬃciency of certain suﬃx sorting
algorithms [19].
5.1. Operation counts
First we report just the operation counts, as they rely only on the construction algorithm and input data, unlike prac-
tical speed tests, which may be inﬂuenced by the implementation. Comparison includes procedures ReScan, Climb and
ClimbScan, described in Sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. Recall that one jump-up step during the Climb/ClimbScan pro-
cedures requires only constant time, while the branching time B may be generally bounded by O (|Σ |). Techniques like
perfect hashing, which could guarantee B = O (1) in the worst case [8, Section 6.5], are hardly applicable during the on-line
construction.
The ﬁrst experiment concentrated on branching savings that can be gained by using Climb. To that end, branching
operations of MoveDown and ReScan as well as jumping operations of Climb have been counted. The resulting counts
are summarized in Table 5.2.
The purpose of the ﬁrst four columns of Table 5.2 is to show how many branching operations are used for ReScan. The
Total column contains the sum of MoveDown and ReScan branch counts. The MoveDown column contains counts of all
branching operations used to move down, including failed attempts, when no match is found. The ReScan column contains
counts of all branching operations used while simulating implicit suﬃx links. The ReScan/Total column contains the relative
percentage of branching operations used for ReScan.
The results in Table 5.2 show that ReScan simulation technique uses at least forty percent of branching operations and
can even perform more branchings than MoveDown. On W3C ﬁle, ReScan used over sixty six percent of all branching
operations performed during the suﬃx tree construction for this input.
The last two columns of Table 5.2 compare the number of removed branching operations with added jump-up opera-
tions. The Climb column contains counts of all jump-up operations used during the simulation of implicit suﬃx links. The
Climb/ReScan column contains the relative percentage of added jump-up operations per one removed branch operation.
Note that for all ﬁles except ADVERSARY, the number of jumps in Climb and the number of branchings in ReScan are
relatively close and differ by at most fourteen percent. Thus, due to the simplicity of jumping compared to branching, a lot
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Test ﬁles description.
File Size [MiB] |Σ | IPM LCP Description
Average Maximum
Pizza & Chili Corpus
SOURCES 201.10 230 24.77 371.80 307871 concatenated source code ﬁles
PITCHES 53.25 133 39.75 262.00 25178 human readable MIDI ﬁles
PROTEINS.400 400.00 26 17.19 654.36 263313 protein sequences
PROTEINS.OLD 63.71 24 16.98 33.47 6380 older version of PROTEINS
DNA 385.21 16 3.91 2420.73 1378596 DNA sequences
ENGLISH.400 400.00 226 15.25 5771.85 987770 English texts
XML 282.42 97 28.73 44.91 1084 XML formatted bibliography
Lightweight Corpus
CHR22 32.95 5 4.24 1979.25 199999 human chromosome 22
ETEXT99 100.40 146 15.74 1108.63 286352 Project Gutenberg ETEXT99 ﬁles
GCC 82.62 150 21.76 8603.21 856970 gcc 3.0 source (tarred)
HOWTO 37.60 197 14.29 267.56 70720 Linux Howto text ﬁles
JDK13 66.50 113 35.24 678.94 37334 JDK 1.3 doc (html and java ﬁles)
LINUX 110.87 256 27.12 479.00 136035 Linux kernel 2.4.5 source (tarred)
RCTAIL96 109.40 93 23.27 282.07 26597 Reuters news in XML format
RFC 111.03 120 10.20 93.02 3445 RFC text ﬁles
SPROT 104.54 66 15.41 89.08 7373 Swiss prot database
W3C 99.37 256 38.05 42299.75 990053 html ﬁles from www.w3c.org
A pathological string
ADVERSARY 399.98 2 1.00 93197280.11 279591840 abi
2
abab2ab3 . . .abia for i = 16721
Table 5.2
Branch operation counts and percentage of total branchings used for ReScan, jump-up operation counts for Climb and the number of added jump per
removed branch operation ratio. Boldface denotes the maximum and minimum over all ﬁles except ADVERSARY.
File Total MoveDown ReScan ReScan/Total [%] Climb Climb/ReScan [%]
SOURCES 300123164 139723039 160400125 53.44 152376916 95.00
PITCHES 94522634 46777918 47744716 50.51 43081419 90.23
PROTEINS.400 682115039 339775135 342339904 50.19 312477751 91.28
PROTEINS.OLD 123363893 73743357 49620536 40.22 45447883 91.59
DNA 759666994 415812497 343854497 45.26 389694561 113.33
ENGLISH.400 688349505 371960100 316389405 45.96 305930651 96.69
XML 362053458 205256107 156797351 43.31 158979917 101.39
CHR22 64622549 35053371 29569178 45.76 33669019 113.87
ETEXT99 172578102 99131563 73446539 42.56 74097636 100.89
GCC 117398104 52626042 64772062 55.17 61849248 95.49
HOWTO 61266618 32676237 28590381 46.67 27944722 97.74
JDK13 78704428 28044490 50659938 64.37 49413385 97.54
LINUX 164899266 76269756 88629510 53.75 83753439 94.50
RCTAIL96 145205087 70211436 74993651 51.65 72128546 96.18
RFC 166051160 77334572 88716588 53.43 84486767 95.23
SPROT 149117731 78927702 70190029 47.07 69425197 98.91
W3C 121167964 41111077 80056887 66.07 75904742 94.81
ADVERSARY 699054845 50166 699004679 99.99 2410330433 344.82
of work is saved. Also, Climb does not show any signs of pathological behavior that would make the number of jumps
grow in a nonlinear way.
The second experiment was aimed at the detection of any abnormal behavior suggesting a nonlinearity of our approach.
Detailed statistics about the number of consecutive branching operations in one ReScan simulation and the number of
consecutive jump-up operations in one Climb simulation are gathered in Table 5.3. Aside from ADVERSARY ﬁle, there is
only one spike in the maximum consecutive operation column Maximum, namely ﬁle SOURCES shows maximum jump
count of 2858 vs. 123 branchings. However, other columns show that this spike is not common and is leveled out by many
shorter jump sequences. Results in this table support our ﬁndings from Table 5.2: even though there is a way to make
Climb perform a nonlinear number of jump operations (as demonstrated by ADVERSARY), such a situation does not seem
to occur frequently on real-life data.
The last experiment reveals the effects of Climb combined with ReScan as implemented in procedure ClimbScan. To
that end, counts of jump-up and branching operations used by ClimbScan for implicit suﬃx link simulation are summa-
rized in Jump and Branch columns of Table 5.4. The last two columns compare the counts of all jump and branch operations
used while simulating implicit suﬃx links for ClimbScan vs. Climb and ClimbScan vs. ReScan. Note that ClimbScan
saves over eighty percent of jump-up operations used by Climb on ADVERSARY. On all remaining ﬁles, the total count
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Detailed statistics of consecutive branch/jump-up operations for ReScan/Climb procedures, including maximum and average. The median of ReScan for
ADVERSARY was equal to 2 while all the remaining median and minimum values were always equal to 1. Boldface denotes the maximum and minimum
over all ﬁles except ADVERSARY.
File Maximum Average
ReScan Climb ReScan Climb
SOURCES 123 2858 1.21 1.15
PITCHES 1656 3999 1.33 1.20
PROTEINS.400 447 372 1.26 1.15
PROTEINS.OLD 92 68 1.35 1.24
DNA 128 135 1.25 1.41
ENGLISH.400 60 57 1.30 1.26
XML 24 43 1.10 1.12
CHR22 99998 199999 1.26 1.43
ETEXT99 90 80 1.27 1.28
GCC 11078 11064 1.18 1.13
HOWTO 73 69 1.15 1.22
JDK13 62 57 1.07 1.04
LINUX 442 475 1.22 1.15
RCTAIL96 63 62 1.14 1.10
RFC 96 99 1.22 1.16
SPROT 28 36 1.13 1.12
W3C 219 298 1.10 1.04
ADVERSARY 2 279591840 1.67 5.75
Table 5.4
Jump-up and branch operations used by ClimbScan for implicit suﬃx link simulation, and the ratio of the sum of these operation counts compared to
jump-up operations of Climb and branching operations of ReScan. Boldface denotes the maximum and minimum over all ﬁles except ADVERSARY.
File ClimbScan ClimbScan/Climb [%] ClimbScan/Rescan [%]
Jump Branch
SOURCES 152291681 23176 99.96 94.96
PITCHES 42678609 26862 99.13 89.45
PROTEINS.400 312044626 53580 99.88 91.17
PROTEINS.OLD 45438450 2368 99.98 91.58
DNA 389042535 127743 99.87 113.18
ENGLISH.400 305876547 26763 99.99 96.69
XML 158969534 5135 100.00 101.39
CHR22 33224531 10193 98.71 112.40
ETEXT99 74086107 5748 99.99 100.88
GCC 61803182 8662 99.94 95.43
HOWTO 27930198 5066 99.97 97.71
JDK13 49407831 1852 99.99 97.53
LINUX 83687734 14656 99.94 94.44
RCTAIL96 72120830 3560 99.99 96.17
RFC 84381579 25521 99.91 95.14
SPROT 69420291 2036 100.00 98.91
W3C 75891132 3149 99.99 94.80
ADVERSARY 419529898 16722 17.41 60.02
of jump-up and branching operations used by ClimbScan for simulation never exceeds the number of jumps performed
by Climb. Performing the same comparison with branching operations executed by ReScan, the last column shows that
ClimbScan exceeds ReScan counts by at most thirteen percent. Note that the largest excess was reached on ﬁles with
low IPM, namely thirteen percent on DNA and twelve percent on CHR22, while being less than one percent for the rest.
The best result – a ten percent saving – was achieved on PITCHES, the ﬁle with the largest IPM.
We can conclude that the relatively small number of branching operations used by ClimbScan should keep Climb’s
speed advantage against ReScan, while preventing the Climb’s pathological behavior in extreme cases. The biggest differ-
ence may be expected on ﬁles with larger IPM. An experimental evaluation of this conjecture is provided in the following
section.
5.2. Speed tests
Now we compare the execution times of all three procedures. The experiments were conducted on an AMD Athlon II
X3 445 processor with ﬁxed 3.1 GHz frequency and 16 GiB of main memory under the Ubuntu 11.04 operating system. The
algorithms were written in C++ and compiled with GNU g++ compiler version 4.5.2 with full optimizations activated. The
suﬃx tree implementation used was originally developed for suﬃx tree based data compression [22] and uses a linked list
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Execution time [s] comparison. Boldface indicates the maximum and minimum in each row.
File ReScan Climb ClimbScan Kurtz
simple mtf simple mtf simple mtf
SOURCES 196.19 140.42 133.20 113.70 133.40 113.48 175.77
PITCHES 113.54 74.24 78.84 61.53 78.90 61.63 88.47
PROTEINS.400 813.39 714.30 560.57 541.32 562.69 541.00 744.62
PROTEINS.OLD 143.31 120.88 105.13 101.65 104.93 100.54 132.68
DNA 368.00 366.85 279.78 281.79 279.96 281.33 –
ENGLISH.400 605.54 503.61 417.83 389.88 418.28 389.83 575.02
XML 152.08 128.72 111.04 103.41 110.99 103.66 134.09
CHR22 23.91 23.92 18.89 18.88 18.86 19.00 23.67
ETEXT99 132.57 111.28 94.98 88.80 95.12 88.52 122.57
GCC 58.50 42.61 40.74 35.10 40.72 35.14 53.55
HOWTO 46.27 34.50 32.18 27.63 32.09 27.58 40.22
JDK13 13.78 11.47 10.30 9.70 10.26 9.64 13.62
LINUX 101.70 71.83 69.18 58.67 69.36 58.48 89.32
RCTAIL96 66.44 55.33 46.61 43.45 46.62 43.44 61.82
RFC 102.49 79.02 69.98 62.27 69.96 62.16 92.05
SPROT 103.73 87.81 76.84 72.08 76.72 72.12 93.70
W3C 38.40 28.34 27.00 24.48 27.10 24.22 36.83
ADVERSARY 11.24 11.25 22454.57 22387.51 11.85 11.68 –
representation for children of each vertex. Note that with the data compression application in view, linked list appears to
be the best choice available, as it allows for a convenient implementation of techniques like exclusion [13,22]. For each of
the three procedures we tested two versions of linked list manipulation:
• a basic one with simple child prepending, and
• an improved one with an additional move-to-front heuristic used during MoveDown branching attempts.
The move-to-front heuristic moves the target of a search to the head of the list so that it is found faster next time. While
Climb/ClimbScan implementation uses parent pointers, ReScan is parent-pointer-free, which translates into memory
usage 33n and 25n bytes, respectively, for an input string of length n  230 over a single byte alphabet. Note that the
400 MiB upper bound on the ﬁle size (cf. Table 5.1) guarantees that all suﬃx trees built over test ﬁles ﬁt into the main
memory on our experimental machine.
For the sake of completeness, we also included a comparison with a tuned suﬃx tree implementation developed by Kurtz
[11], now available as a part of the MUMmer3 package, a system for genome alignment [12]. It implements McCreight’s
algorithm with ReScan for implicit suﬃx link simulation and uses the improved linked list implementation as described
in [11], which leads to memory usage of 12.18n bytes on average.
Running times, shown in Table 5.5, give the average of ﬁve independent runs. Note that in the majority of cases, the
fastest construction is provided by ClimbScan with move-to-front heuristic. Barring the ADVERSARY ﬁle, the ﬁrst and
third columns show that the reduction of branching operations described in Section 5.1 translates into twenty one to thirty
two percent shorter construction time. It is not surprising that the lowest speedup is obtained on ﬁles with the smallest
alphabet (CHR22, DNA) while those with a large alphabet size (SOURCES, ENGLISH.400, LINUX, W3C) are close to the
maximum increase. This can be explained by the fact that the branching time relates to the out-degree of the internal nodes
in the suﬃx tree, which in turn relates to the alphabet size.
The second and fourth columns show that the move-to-front version of Climb saves fourteen to twenty four percent
of ReScan running time. Lower values compared to the simple case may be explained by the fact that more sophisticated
linked lists manipulation itself speeds up the branching operations which diminishes the advantage of climbing.
A comparison of ClimbScan and ReScan columns reveals that the advantage of ClimbScan over Rescan on real-life
data is almost identical to that for Climb, the difference being within one percent of ReScan running time. However,
ClimbScan avoids the pathological behavior on ADVERSARY, exceeding the ReScan running time on this ﬁle by less
than ﬁve percent.
To verify that our versions of ReScan, Climb and ClimbScan are indeed competitive with a state-of-the-art imple-
mentation of on-line construction, the last column of Table 5.5 provides the running time of the suﬃx tree construction
developed by Kurtz [11,12]. Note that while the simple version of ReScan needs as much as twenty eight percent more
time for construction, move-to-front Climb shrinks this time by twenty to thirty ﬁve percent.
We conclude this section with an inspection of the move-to-front heuristic eﬃciency. The comparison of simple/mtf
columns in Table 5.5 for each of the three procedures reveals that this heuristic brings no speedup or even a small slowdown
by less than one percent when tested on ﬁles with the smallest IPM, namely DNA, CHR22 and ADVERSARY. However, it
seems to be proﬁtable for all the remaining ﬁles, with the highest construction time reduction by thirty ﬁve percent for
ReScan and twenty two percent for Climb/ClimbScan obtained on PITCHES, the ﬁle with the highest IPM.
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Sliding window execution time [s] comparison for the Pizza & Chili Corpus. Boldface indicates the maximum and minimum in each row.
File Window size ReScan Climb ClimbScan
simple mtf simple mtf simple mtf
SOURCES 32 KiB 80.29 74.64 69.61 68.70 69.88 69.04
1 MiB 247.72 214.20 200.57 190.94 200.25 191.63
32 MiB 331.92 275.39 257.01 240.12 256.85 240.74
PITCHES 32 KiB 20.84 18.22 17.73 17.00 17.57 16.81
1 MiB 96.57 73.45 76.44 66.84 76.35 67.02
32 MiB 142.08 99.36 101.90 84.53 101.97 84.57
PROTEINS 32 KiB 712.72 694.00 635.26 638.36 636.84 637.97
1 MiB 2617.50 2420.66 2091.66 2062.04 2086.25 2067.95
32 MiB 3901.03 3559.85 3021.12 2979.15 3014.51 2978.78
PROTEINS.OLD 32 KiB 33.36 31.93 29.17 29.11 29.33 29.46
1 MiB 134.61 117.09 105.67 102.98 105.67 102.77
32 MiB 180.88 154.97 136.03 131.34 135.97 131.26
DNA 32 KiB 176.26 177.20 156.96 159.74 157.37 159.28
1 MiB 446.30 441.82 372.67 376.11 372.88 375.74
32 MiB 683.78 680.88 573.06 576.58 572.32 578.68
ENGLISH 32 KiB 1159.61 1108.80 1007.41 1006.69 1015.78 1007.35
1 MiB 3539.73 3250.21 2819.08 2785.70 2818.41 2779.35
32 MiB 5559.53 5082.22 4415.61 4355.70 4414.26 4358.73
XML 32 KiB 85.58 83.15 79.18 78.16 78.65 78.05
1 MiB 297.40 273.71 253.23 246.57 252.53 247.04
32 MiB 349.09 320.78 291.12 285.11 290.29 285.27
5.3. Sliding window
Since our research was originally motivated by an application which maintains suﬃx tree for a text in the sliding window,
we complete our experiments with speed tests of sliding window maintenance. We tested sliding windows of sizes 32 KiB,
1 MiB and 32 MiB, inspired by the window/block sizes used by the data compression algorithms gzip, bzip2 and xz. Due
to these limits, we could run the tests on Pizza & Chili Corpus ﬁles PROTEINS and ENGLISH at their original sizes, i.e.
1.10 GiB and 2.06 GiB, respectively, whereas above we used only their 400 MiB preﬁxes. Each experiment involved sliding a
window of a given size over the input and adjusting the suﬃx tree built over the text in the window accordingly. To make
the suﬃx tree slide with the window, three components are needed: deletion of the leftmost letter in the window, addition
of a new letter to the right, and edge label maintenance. Our implementation employs deletion as described by Fiala and
Greene [5], performs addition using construction Algorithm 3.1, and maintains edge labels using the simple batch update
technique [21].
The resulting running times are shown in Tables 5.6 and 5.7. Note that in the majority of cases, the fastest construction
is provided by Climb with move-to-front heuristic. Since the biggest difference between running times of Climb and
ClimbScan is under two percent, it suﬃces to compare ReScan with Climb only. The simple version of Climb saves
seven to fourteen percent of running time with 32 KiB window, eleven to twenty one percent with 1 MiB window, and
ﬁfteen to twenty eight percent with 32 MiB window. The reason why the advantage of using Climb over ReScan grows
with window size lies in the enlargement of maintained suﬃx trees. Such trees have more branches to choose from and
more implicit suﬃx links to simulate, which create more opportunities for Climb to shine. However, even with the largest
window, the advantage is smaller than without sliding as seen in Section 5.2. This is likely due to smaller tree sizes and the
adverse effect of additional code needed to delete the leftmost letters and maintain labels, which slows all algorithms down
and uses almost no implicit suﬃx links. Finally, note that with move-to-front variants, the gain from climbing decreases
to six to ten percent with 32 KiB window, eight to ﬁfteen percent with 1 MiB window, and ten to nineteen percent with
32 MiB window. Lower values are consistent with the results without sliding and support our conclusions on this issue
formulated in Section 5.2.
6. Concluding remarks
We have shown that a signiﬁcant part of the slow branching operations can be removed from a suﬃx link-based suﬃx
tree construction, like those by McCreight and Ukkonen, by simply changing the approach to the implicit suﬃx link simula-
tion from top-down to bottom-up. This translated into a twenty one to thirty two percent construction time shrink during
practical speed tests on standard corpora. While the basic bottom-up approach was proven to have a superlinear worst case
running time, the experiments have shown that it can still be expected to run in linear time on real-life data. Moreover,
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Sliding window execution time [s] comparison for the Lightweight Corpus. Boldface indicates the maximum and minimum in each row.
File Window size ReScan Climb ClimbScan
simple mtf simple mtf simple mtf
CHR22 32 KiB 15.44 15.54 13.75 13.92 13.77 13.92
1 MiB 36.20 35.80 30.42 30.60 30.43 30.57
32 MiB 34.29 34.06 27.71 27.88 27.71 27.79
ETEXT99 32 KiB 50.21 47.77 43.45 43.43 43.70 43.68
1 MiB 161.24 148.86 128.12 126.51 127.76 126.60
32 MiB 202.66 181.38 157.04 153.01 156.98 153.04
GCC 32 KiB 31.70 29.89 27.66 27.33 27.25 27.47
1 MiB 91.18 81.32 75.31 72.58 75.10 72.54
32 MiB 94.63 77.78 72.46 67.28 72.50 67.47
HOWTO 32 KiB 18.32 17.27 15.86 15.59 15.64 15.36
1 MiB 63.42 54.03 50.20 47.23 50.01 47.36
32 MiB 58.65 46.15 41.79 37.38 41.84 37.36
JDK13 32 KiB 19.98 19.33 17.78 17.60 17.64 17.70
1 MiB 46.65 44.34 41.50 40.89 41.41 40.95
32 MiB 33.28 30.68 28.28 27.65 28.29 27.72
LINUX 32 KiB 43.91 40.60 37.75 37.07 37.45 36.92
1 MiB 134.26 116.91 109.20 103.96 109.07 103.95
32 MiB 160.79 128.07 120.82 110.75 120.81 110.99
RCTAIL96 32 KiB 39.47 37.45 34.97 34.42 34.85 34.43
1 MiB 126.33 116.67 105.50 103.77 105.18 103.85
32 MiB 119.44 107.86 94.50 92.05 94.16 92.17
RFC 32 KiB 45.96 43.24 39.72 39.70 39.65 39.35
1 MiB 148.42 131.08 120.85 116.47 120.61 116.37
32 MiB 167.36 143.03 127.13 120.86 127.43 121.03
SPROT 32 KiB 43.99 41.67 38.28 37.99 38.36 37.84
1 MiB 139.93 125.58 115.14 111.81 114.87 112.17
32 MiB 160.27 142.31 127.67 123.69 127.58 123.82
W3C 32 KiB 34.17 32.05 29.56 29.17 29.84 29.61
1 MiB 94.64 87.27 79.84 78.11 79.71 78.51
32 MiB 77.87 65.19 61.81 58.60 61.83 58.71
we described a combination of bottom-up and top-down approaches that exhibits almost identical speedup while ensuring
linear worst case running time.
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